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:fl.T:"* of.the system on rhe trrermal condirions of the courryard. Scatisricalut rne rccorded data shows that the system is efficient in providing cool ai¡.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION
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3. THE COURTYARD CHARACTEzuSTICS
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5. EXPERIMENT #1: eUANTIFYINC ,1,t,, 64s
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where

(l)
Q = ai¡ flow rate at second i in ¡ttt,,,.,.A = afea of the exit air in F2 u, ini"' 

t)t m'/scc

velociry of a given opening - i,'í'ïi. ili,u,
In order to calculate the cooling of
inlet of the wind carcher andìpe
following equation can be used to
air at a given rime (Givoni, l99l):

Cr = Q¡ (2(T," - T*)) x 0.33 x 3$/l

F; = ,iT3lîi1:fl::äff:'i$i.', 'twat t,,ss)

To* = outlet air temperature (F")

(2)
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0.33 = volumetric heat capacity of air (ws/Cm3)

(Note: Calculations were converted from Britsh unites to US units in this study).

The hidifYing efhciencY

humidifying Process using

equation (Clifford, 1984):

of the system 1S a measure of ùe completeness of
a spray chamber, It (Eo) can be calcr¡lated usrng the

Tin-o - Touuo

F = --------------
Tto-o - Tourw

(3)

where
Eh = humidifying efficiency
Tio-p = DBT of air entering the system F)
T.urp = DBT of air leaving the system ("F)

Touuw = WBT of air leaving the system ("F)

Air velocity, ventilation ai¡ flow, cooling load and humidifying eff,rciency will be used

for calculaúon in the evaluafion of the system based on thermal variations in the

courtyard.

6. EXPERIMENT #2: TTIE EFFEC¡T OF TT{E SYSTENÍ ON TFIE THREMAL

VARIATIONS OF TT{E COURTYARD

DBT & WBT readings were taken outside a¡d inside the courfyard, as rvell as at the open

air exit at the base oi the tower. The water temperature was also taken. This was done

on February 4, l99I; the sky was clear and wind speed low. Fig- 3 represents 4 time

neriods of one and a half houis each. The systems performance is shown in phases 2 and

ã. ln ptut.r I and 3, rhe system was not operating. The graph shows that DBT inside

tfre courryarO in phases i nd 4 a¡e substantially lower than in phases I a¡d 3.

Funhermóre, the DBT inside the courtyard in phase 4 a¡e lower than those in phase 2'

This is due to the fact that they were recorded at different periods of the day' In phase

2, which is the phase where côoüng is most needed, the graph shows an average DBT

,eduction of 4'F inside the courtyard. The exiting at DBT is close to the outdoor air

rilBT, with a range 0.0 to 0.75"F. This demonstrates the coolin-s eff,rciency of the system.

On the other hanã, phase 2 shows that the water temperature rises by an average of 4"F,

due to heat exchange between the ai¡'s sensible heat and the latent heat of the water

Oropi.rr. Fig. 4 rJpr.r.ntr average air velocity measurements through 4 exiting air

op"iingt (C, D, E and F) and ambient air' It was found that ai¡ velo

flrec.ìn phase 2 and3.937 Flsec. in phase 4. The air velociry valu

opening tó another because air velociry depends on two facton: the

ui cupiutea by the wind catcher and the water pressule sprayed in the column (inertial

air flow). Fig. 5 shows the graph of ventilation "ir flow generated by the system with an

werage 32.5óO gtu/Fd per tn in phase 2 and 4. This air flow increases the ventilation

por"niiul in the courtya¡d which is characterized by lower pressure, Thus, the air flow
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